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Applications of ultrasound imaging system for measuring
water-sand parameters during sediment transport
process in hydraulic model experiments
Xianjian Zou, Chuanying Wang, Huan Song, Zengqiang Han, Zhimin Ma
and Weinbin Hu

ABSTRACT
Moving particles and the topographic bed under muddy water or in sediment-laden ﬂow are often
clouded by suspended sediments, making it hard to detect or analyze for visualization. This paper
concerns applications of ultrasound imaging measurement method for the visual measurement of
related water-sand parameters during sediment transport process in hydraulic model experiments.
We use a B-mode ultrasound imaging system to measure the related parameters of suspended
sediment concentration (SSC), underwater topographic riverbed, ﬂow velocity and sediment incipient
motion, conducted at a water channel. A comprehensive measuring system for the visualization of
multiple water-sand parameters is established. Results show that the measurement and analysis of
SSC and its space distribution, topography bedform, ﬂow velocity and ﬂow ﬁeld, and sediment
incipient velocity can be realized. Ultrasound imaging measurements of SSC and their space
distribution can be shown in real time, and also dynamic monitoring and analysis of sediment
incipient motion and topography bedform during the sediment transport process. This method
realizes the experimental visualization of the topographic bed and sediment-laden ﬂow. Application
of an ultrasound imaging measurement system has promoted the development of sediment
movement law research and related hydraulic model experiment measurement technique.
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INTRODUCTION
During the sediment transport process, research on real-

The measurement of suspended sediment concentration

time measurements of sediment particles’ incipient move-

(SSC) and topography bedforms basically belong to point

ment

concentration,

measurement, and it is impossible to directly obtain the

including its spatial distribution, bed-load sediment motion

real-time spatial distribution of SSC or the visualization

and riverbed erosion and deposition, is of vital theoretical

and dynamic monitor of topography bedforms (such as a

and practical signiﬁcance (Roushangar et al. ; Foreman

topographic bed made up of pulverized coals) (Guerrero

et al. ; Hazan et al. ; Liang et al. ; Zou et al.

et al. ; Nitsche et al. ; Apell & Gschwend ;

; Xiao et al. ) At present, there is no feasible and

Han et al. ). The real-time monitoring of bedform

reliable effective method to measure sediment incipient vel-

motion under the muddy water, including moving sediment

ocity during hydraulic model experiments (Liao et al. ).

particles near the riverbed, is also hard to achieve using

and

suspended-load

sediment
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traditional optic or acoustic methods (Zou et al. , ;

obtain the incipient motion states of bed-load sediment par-

Cristo et al. ; Ozger & Kabatas ). All of these

ticles under the effect of different water ﬂows. After

issues have restricted the research of sediment movement

statistical analysis of the number of moving sand particles

law and the fast development of hydraulic model exper-

and the imaging boundary of the topographic surface at

iment measurement techniques.

the same time, during multiple frame images, we can realize

Recently, ultrasound imaging detection has been devel-

the measuring analysis of sediment incipient motion and

oping fast, including traditional medical diagnosis, such as

incipient velocity. Therefore, ultrasound imaging measure-

the B-mode ultrasound device. A B-mode ultrasound

ment and real-time dynamic analysis of SSC, including its

device is a kind of ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus, among

space distribution, ﬂow velocity and ﬁeld, sediment incipi-

which is the widely used medical diasonograph. It has a var-

ent velocity and underwater topographic bed during

iety of operation modes according to different clinical

sediment transport process can be realized after suitable

diagnostic objectives. The B-mode of this device can be

image processing. This will promote the development of

used to obtain a two-dimensional proﬁle image of an

sediment movement law and related hydraulic model exper-

observed target. The proﬁle image obtained by the B-mode

iment

ultrasound device can reﬂect the inner outline of an

ultrasound imaging measurement issues of SSC, underwater

object, which other acoustic methods and optical methods

topography, ﬂow velocity ﬁeld and sediment incipient vel-

cannot do, especially when used in sediment-laden ﬂow or

ocity during sediment transport process in hydraulic

muddy water. Sediment particles and the topographic bed

model experiment, we put forward some novel solutions

are often clouded by moving or suspended particles. The

and measuring methods.

measurement

techniques.

Thus,

for

B-mode

proﬁle image cannot be achieved by traditional optical/
acoustic methods. Thus, using a B-mode ultrasound device
to obtain the proﬁle image is a better method, and can be

ULTRASOUND IMAGING SYSTEM

further applied for the visual measurement of sedimentladen ﬂow and underwater topographic riverbeds after

Imaging principle

image processing. According to phase-array ultrasonic imaging principle, an ultrasonic beam that is transmitted from

As we all know, B-mode ultrasound diagnostic apparatus is

a B-mode ultrasound device has good penetration in sedi-

widely used in medicine, and hearts and kidneys and even

ment-laden ﬂow (Bamberger & Greenwood ; Pal &

blood vessels are clearly shown by using this device (Zhou

Ghoshal ). It can realize the real-time imaging of the

et al. ). The ultrasonic probe of the B-mode ultrasound

sediment transport process. Therefore, this paper directly

diagnostic apparatus transmits a series of acoustic waves

uses a B-mode ultrasound device to obtain the real-time ima-

and receives the echoes of waves back from the human

ging of sediment-laden ﬂow and underwater topography. We

body. The frequency of acoustic wave is higher than

obtained many B-mode ultrasound images of suspended-

20 kHz (generally around 1–20 MHz) with strong penetr-

load particles, bed-load sediments and underwater topogra-

ability after a series of echoes’ signal processing inside the

phy, under clear or muddy water during our hydraulic

device. The ultrasonic probe is a kind of phased array

model experiments.

probe based on piezo-electric effect, which can be con-

From the obtained B-mode ultrasound images, the stat-

trolled by humans according to the requirement of the

istical analysis of suspended sediment particles’ imaging

imaging target. The ultrasound imaging of the human body

spots, we can obtain the SSC and its spatial distribution in

can be realized after a series signal control and processing.

the water. Through the recognition and extraction of the

The ultrasound imaging principle of a B-mode ultrasound

topography bedform imaging bright band, we can achieve

device for sediment-laden ﬂow in hydraulic model exper-

the real-time measurement and 3D reconstruction of the sur-

iments is the same. The probe of the B-mode ultrasound

face bed under muddy water. When the sediment particle

device generates ultrasonic waves to water, and the ultra-

source is ﬁxed and ﬂow condition is under control, we can

sonic
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topographic bed. Then, the probe receives their echoes. The

the devices. There is little difference regarding particle ima-

time of passage of the ultrasonic waves is measured electro-

ging signals between different scanners under the same

nically and allows for the determination of the distance from

sediment situation when the settings are kept the same. In

sediments to the probe. Lastly, a proﬁle image of the inner

this paper, most experiments are performed by using the

object is formed after a series of signal processing steps

convex array probe. Because this device was originally

within the B-mode ultrasound device. Thus, the ultrasound

used for medical diagnosis, its measuring depth is less

images of sand or sediment in the water are formed in this

than 40 cm and its measuring width is less than 38 cm. Its

way. The

SIUI

measuring angle is from 10 to 70 . The acquisition frame

APOGEE 1100 Digital Color Doppler Ultrasound Imaging

frequency ranges from 8 Hz to 63 Hz. It is worth noting

System, named APOGEE 1100 for short, and is shown in

that a number of TGC settings from the top to bottom

Figure 1.

remain the same during all experiments.

B-mode

ultrasound

device

used

is

When using a B-mode ultrasound device to obtain

High frequency ultrasonic waves transmitted from the

images of sediment-laden ﬂow during sediment transport

B-mode ultrasound device are sensitive to sediments or

process in the water, a suitable conﬁguration is important

tiny particles underwater because of stronger penetrability

for later analysis and measurement. The B-mode ultrasound

when compared with traditional optical methods and

device has a linear array probe which can transmit 5 MHz,

single-beam ultrasonic methods (Smith et al. ; Leung

10 MHz, and 12 MHz ultrasonic waves and a convex array

et al. ; Pugh & McCave ; Gao et al. ; Yao

probe which can transmit 2.0 MHz, 2.5 MHz, 3.3 MHz,

et al. ). Suspended sediments can be monitored very

4.2 MHz, and 5.0 MHz ultrasonic waves. A frequency of

well, especially with the help of modern B-mode ultrasound

5 MHz was used in this paper. The other settings (e.g.,

imaging technology. The B-mode ultrasound device can

TGC) were adjusted to obtain a good image before cali-

obtain the images of moving particles in sediment-laden

bration and then remained the same when under different

ﬂow. The imaging can follow the change of suspended sedi-

conditions in the case of unnecessary inner inﬂuence from

ments, just as shown in Figure 2, which is the proﬁle map of

Figure 1

|

B-mode ultrasound device: (a) the mainframe, (b) the convex probe, and (c) the linear probe.
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sediment-laden ﬂow including a riverbed under muddy
water ﬂow.
Figure 2 is the imaging of plastic sediments with particle
size 0.32 mm and also the imaging of the topographic bed
consisting of them. From Figure 2 it can be seen that the
imaging of underwater suspended sediments and the topographic bed on the bottom is clear. The imaging spots of
suspended sediments or moving particles are observed
well with good self-adaption and high resolution.

Application system
To obtain video images of underwater model topography, an
ultrasound imaging system for moving sediment particles
and submerged topography acquisition is made up of an
improved medical B-mode ultrasound device, a computer,
a moving control system, and model topography in the
water channel. The steady ﬂow of a ﬂuid in a long rigid
tank is shown in Figures 3 and 4. A 5 Hz probe is connected
to the B-mode ultrasound device, which is mounted at the
water surface of a circulating water tank and enables a
region of interest approximately 10 × 35 cm2 from the
probe to be monitored. The probe is ﬁxed in line with the
main ﬂow axis in the tank, so the major movement of ﬂuid

is up to 60 frame/second. This is shown in Figure 3 and a

is across the imaging sheet. A ﬁxed voltage is supplied to

photograph of the application system is shown in Figure 4.

the pump to introduce a steady ﬂow rate over the time of

The size of the water channel in Figure 4 is 5.0 m ×

measurement. The experiment system can generate a two-

1.2 m × 1.0 m (length × width × depth). The probe of the

dimensional ultrasound image with an effective resolution

B-mode ultrasound device touches the water and collects

of 640 × 480 pixels, where the spatial resolution is approxi-

the imaging signals of the underwater model topography.

mately 32 × 32 pixels per cm2. The frame rate of the system

The collected imaging signals of water ﬂow are sent to the
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computer, which analyzes the imaging signals and shows

sediment imaging spots’ image, i.e., the B-mode ultrasound

their processing results. The actual moving sediment par-

image will be applied for measuring and analyzing sediment

ticles and the submerged topographic beds are made up of

imaging spots.

model sands, such as plastic sand and natural sands which

As shown in Figure 5, some preprocessing methods before

are widely used in hydraulic model experiments. This

the application of the ultrasound imaging measurement

system shown in Figures 3 and 4 is used to demonstrate

method are described as follows. For the statistical problems

the application of the ultrasound imaging measurement

of suspended sediment particles’ imaging spots in the B-

method during a sediment transport process in the water

mode ultrasound image, this paper proposes a pixel labeling

channel.

method based on morphological risk estimates (Tsantis et al.
; Golemati et al. ). After image preprocessing, the
method uses Bayesian risk estimation for sediment particle

IMAGING MEASUREMENT METHOD

imaging spots and topographic imaging the bright band, and
decides the threshold of minimum cost for image binarization

Statistics of imaging spots

threshold segmentation. Then, it adopts a morphological ﬁltering method and a pixel labeling method based on regional

In order to count the number of suspended particles in the

growth to realize the statistical analysis of the number of sedi-

B-mode ultrasound image, a pixel labeling method based

ment imaging spots (Shuster et al. ). This method can

on the morphological risk estimation was used to identify

effectively solve the optimization problems of speckle noise

the statistical sand spot. The ﬂow chart of the method is

and sediment imaging spots’ adhesion or folding over the

shown in Figure 5. In order to make the method work

image. It realizes the imaging spots’ statistical problem of sus-

better, this method takes a threshold segmentation method

pended or moving sediment particles in the B-mode

to analyze the imaging spots after a series of image prepro-

ultrasound image. For example, one of the processing results

cessing. When there is sandy terrain under the water

by using this method is shown in Figure 6. Figure 6(a) is the

during the experiment, due to the strong reﬂection of

original ultrasound image and 115 spots counted by manual

sandy terrain, the imaging bright band of underwater topo-

operation. Figure 6(b) is the statistical 330 spots after using

graphy will cause a large white area at the lower part of

Bayesian risk estimation. Figure 6(c) is the statistical 131

the image, which causes in general higher pixel values at

spots after using image binarization threshold segmentation.

the bottom. When the SSC in the water is too high, due to

Figure 6(d) is the last statistical 114 spots after using a morpho-

excessive suspension above the water ﬂow, which will

logical ﬁltering method and a pixel labeling method. Figure 6

cause a strong attenuation of the ultrasonic signals, the ima-

well testiﬁes the feasibility of the pixel labeling method based

ging spots in the upper part of the image are greater than the

on morphological risk estimation.

imaging spots in the lower part of the bright band. Therefore, the upper part of the image is generally brighter

Extraction of imaging bedform

while the middle and bottom parts of the image are dim.
Thus, the widely used global threshold and dynamic

In order to preserve the original information of the B-mode

threshold method are not suitable for all cases of our

ultrasound image, such as the imaging signal of the suspended sediments at the top of the image, an adaptive
tracking extraction method for the boundary of riverbed
form is proposed based on the imaging bright band of topography. This method ignores the noise interference in the Bmode ultrasound image and only focuses on the imaging
bright band region. Starting from the relatively strong central region of the imaging band, and scanning from top to

Figure 5

|

Flow chart of recognition and statistical method for sediment imaging spots.
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Statistical results of sediment particles’ imaging spots in B-mode ultrasound image: (a) the original ultrasound image and the 115 spots counted by manual operation; (b) the
statistical 330 spots after using Bayesian risk estimation; (c) the statistical 131 spots after using image binarization threshold segmentation; (d) the last statistical 114 spots after
using a morphological ﬁltering method and a pixel labeling method.

point is taken as the starting point of the tracking process.

In the case of sediment imaging spots, interference noise

Then both sides of the imaging band automatically track

and gray gradient features of imaging the bedform, this

the boundary line. This method is self-adaptable and fast

method uses the sum of gray and gradient as the basis of judg-

running, and can realize the single pixel extraction of the

ment of the bedform boundary, that is, the position where the

boundary line in the image. The ﬂow chart of the adaptive

maximum value of the sum of the gradient and the grayscale

tracking extraction method for the imaging boundary line

can be taken as the bed topography boundary. Since the topo-

of underwater topography bedform is shown in Figure 7.

graphy bedform is distributed along the horizontal direction,

Figure 7

|

The ﬂow chart of the adaptive tracking extraction method for imaging bedform.
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the extraction of the bedform boundary lines only takes the vertical gradient into account in practical engineering applications.
When using ultrasound imaging measurement method in
the water channel during hydraulic model experiments, we
can ﬁnd the imaging of the topography bedform, e.g.,
Figure 2. For the identiﬁcation and extraction of topographic
bed’s imaging bright band in the B-mode ultrasound image,
this paper proposes the adaptive tracking extraction
method for the imaging bright band of underwater bedform,
and then uses an adaptive wavelet threshold denoising
method based on contraction coefﬁcients of wavelet
domain. By using the imaging characteristics of the bed imaging bright band, the method ignores the interferences of the
speckle noise and the other imaging spots, and just focuses
on the imaging bright band of the topographic bed. Thus,
the method starts from the center of the image where the imaging signal is relatively strong, and scans from up to down,
and then obtains one point of imaging band as the starting
point in tracking. Lastly, it scans out to two sides of the starting point for automatic tracking of the imaging bright band.

Figure 8

|

The adaptive tracking extraction results of the imaging bright band for topographic riverbed under the water ﬂow: (a) the bedform consists of plastic sand
and (b) an unnaturally changed topography consists of natural sands and
cobblestones with a vertical barrier above the bottom.

This method is fast, and has the advantage of strong adaptability. It implements the one-pixel-wide extraction of the
topographic boundary at once. This method solves the real-

second interrogation window deformation and rebuilds it

time monitoring and online analysis of topographic beds

considering the rotation and shear. The displacement

under complex or muddy water ﬂow conditions. Some

extracted from UPIV images is predicted and corrected by

results of extracted imaging bands for underwater topogra-

means of an iterative procedure. The ﬂow chart of the

phy bedforms are used as examples and shown in Figure 8.

UPIV method is shown in Figure 10.
We take a multi-grid interrogation algorithm by using a

Measurement of imaging particle velocity

hierarchical approach. Then the particle image displacement is measured by cross-correlation function under an

In order to measure the moving velocity of imaging spots in

assumption that the motion of the particles’ image within

the ultrasound image, we take an ultrasound particle image

the interrogation window is almost uniform. Due to the

velocimetry (UPIV) method based on the velocimetry algor-

varying displacement ﬁeld, the image intensity has to be

ithm and the sweep correction. Just like optical particle

interpolated at non-integer pixel location which will

image velocimetry (PIV) analysis, this UPIV method is

increase the computational load. Multi-step analysis of

also based on a cross-correlation technique, such as Figure 9.

UPIV images can be viewed as comprising two procedures:

Because the number of pixels in a UPIV image is gener-

multi-grid analysis and iterative analysis.

ally smaller than in an optical PIV image, advanced

The fundamental difference between optical PIV and

techniques for increasing spatial resolution are essential.

UPIV is the timing of the image formation. In optical PIV,

Thus, an improved method that brings enhancement in

a CCD device obtains a snapshot of the tracer images. In

accuracy for the examination of UPIV images is described

UPIV, the image is constructed by sequentially recording

in this paper (Wang & Zheng ). This method is based

scan lines. This means that different parts of the ultrasound

on cross-correlation with discrete window offset (Sugii

image are recorded at different times, while in optical PIV

et al. ), which makes full use of a translation of the

the velocity is yielded simply by dividing the displacement
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Principle of the UPIV process.

by the time interval between frames. In UPIV, the time inter-

particles in the B-mode ultrasound image. We used a cali-

val is actually also a function of the displacement.

bration test for the statistical analysis of the relationship
between imaging area concentration and suspended sediment in the water ﬂow. The calibration test result is shown

APPLICATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

in Table 1. The statistical data of Table 1 show the relationship is relatively stable and clear.

This section describes several kinds of applications of B-

According to the relationship between sediment imaging

mode ultrasound imaging measurement method based on

spots and SSCs in the water ﬂow, this paper describes a

the above-described methods during the sediment transport

method to measure SSC and its spatial distribution based

process in the water channel of the physical model exper-

on the B-mode ultrasound imaging method. By analyzing

iment shown in Figures 3 and 4. The applications in

the statistics of imaging area concentrations under different

measuring SSC, topography bedform, moving particle vel-

SSCs in the water ﬂow, the relationships between these stat-

ocity or ﬂow ﬁeld and sediment incipient velocity are

istical concentrations are established by a further calibration

described as follows. We provide some examples to show

test. According to the calibration test and the relationship in

these applications and discuss their actual application

Table 1, the imaging measurement of unknown SSC can be

results.

realized in the sediment-laden ﬂow. Meanwhile, according

SSC measurement
Table 1

|

The relationship between the imaging area concentration (counted imaging
spots/all spots in the image) and actual SSC during the calibration test

According to the section ‘Statistics of imaging spots’ and the
pixel labeling method based on morphological risk esti-

Suspended sediment concentration/%

Imaging area concentration/%

mation, we further statistically analyze the imaging area

0.00

0.02

concentration of all counted imaging spots after using the

0.05

28.9

pixel labeling method to count the number of imaging

0.10

55.1

0.15

74.2

0.20

86.8

0.25

91.5

0.30

94.1

0.35

95.2

0.40

96.1

0.45

96.9

0.50

97.7

Figure 10

|

The ﬂow chart of recognition and statistical method for sediment imaging
spots.
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to the position distribution of suspended particles’ imaging
spots in the image, the spatial distribution analysis and hierarchical measurement along with the depth of sediment
concentration also can be realized. Calibration tests show
this method can be suitable for the imaging measurement
of SSC with less than 0.5% or about 10 kg/m3 at present.
This method has high sensitivity, is good in real time, and
can monitor water ﬂow without human disturbance. Bmode ultrasound imaging can measure in real time the
dynamic changes of SSC and its space distribution in sediment-laden ﬂow. This novel application example of
measuring sediment concentration is shown in Figure 11.
Topography bedform measurement and reconstruction

Figure 12

|

The measurement and 3D reconstruction of underwater topography
bedform.

For the real-time monitoring and visualization analysis

In order to illustrate the precision and repeatability of

problems of topography bedforms under muddy water, the

this B-mode ultrasound imaging measurement method

visualization measurement and reconstruction of under-

against topographic bed truth values, we used the device

water topography bedforms can be realized by using the

to measure underwater topography and compared it with

adaptive tracking extraction method described in the section

ultrasound single-beam system. They are conducted at the

‘Extraction of imaging bedform’. Based on the similarity and

same ﬁxed topographic bed at a relatively low SSC.

gradual change of topographies in consecutive frames, the

Figure 13(a), 13(c) and 13(e) are under the condition of

method can automatically track topographic lines of riv-

ﬂow velocity 5.36 cm/s and SSC 0.386‰. Figure 13(b),

erbed imaging bright band, and real-time monitor the

13(d) and 13(f) are under the condition of ﬂow velocity

change of bed boundary, and then use the tracked boundary

12.47 cm/s and SSC 0.517‰. The results of the comparison

lines to reconstruct the original 3D topography bedform sur-

are shown in Figure 13 and discussed below.

face. The measurement and 3D reconstruction example of
underwater topography is shown in Figure 12.

Sediments in the water can deposit on the topographic
bed surface and cover the ﬁxed riverbed. From Figure 13,
ultrasound imaging method (Y2) of this device and ultrasound single-beam system (Y1) can be used to detect
underwater topography under a relatively low SSC and
small ﬂow velocity. When ﬂow velocity is high enough for
the movement of particles near the bed, the topographic
boundary will be changed. The detection of the topographic
bed will generate a big deviation. When ﬂow velocity is
5.36 cm/s and SSC is 0.386‰, the deviation between ultrasound imaging (Y2) method and ﬁxed line (Y3) of the
riverbed is within 2 mm, and the deviation between singlebeam system (Y1) and the ﬁxed line (Y3) is within 3 mm.
When ﬂow velocity is 12.47 cm/s and SSC is 0.517‰, the
deviation of Y2–Y3 is within 7 mm, and the deviation of
Y1–Y3 is within 13 mm. The biggest deviation is at the pos-

Figure 11

|

The measurement application of SSC and the analysis of its space distribution
in sediment-laden ﬂow.
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Topographic bed measurement under muddy water: (a) and (b) are the ﬁxed lines (Y3) of the topographic bed in comparison with ultrasound imaging (Y2) method by using Bmode ultrasonic device and ultrasonic single-beam system (Y1); (c) and (d) are the deviations of Y1 and Y3; (e) and (f) are the deviations of Y2 and Y3; (a), (c) and (e) are under
ﬂow velocity 5.36 cm/s and SSC 0.386‰; (b), (d) and (f) are under ﬂow velocity 12.47 cm/s and SSC 0.517‰.

riverbed. The sedimentary particles have formed a layer

Moving particle velocity and ﬂow ﬁeld measurement

which is moving along the topographic bed. This is the
main reason for a big deviation.

According to the section ‘Measurement of imaging particle

The comparison in Figure 13 shows that the visualization

velocity’, we can measure the velocity of moving particles

measurement and 3D reconstruction errors are not bigger

in the water ﬂow by using the UPIV method, which is

than 1 mm for the topographic bed. This effectively eliminates

based on the velocimetry algorithm and the sweep correc-

the inﬂuence of moving particles, and recreates the original

tion. Then we can obtain the ﬂow ﬁeld by measuring

bedform under muddy water ﬂow. Therefore, this method rea-

particles’ imaging spots in the image. For example, two suc-

lizes the real-time dynamic measurement of the topographic

cessive B-mode ultrasound images are used to measure the

bed and the statistical analysis of the topographic peak,

ﬂow velocity of moving particles and the ﬂow ﬁeld in the

trough, wavelength and its moving speed in the sediment-

water ﬂow. Figure 14 shows two successive B-mode ultra-

laden water ﬂow. It provides an effective way to observe bed-

sound images.
For the analysis, the two ultrasound images (Figure 14)

form sediment motion and the analysis of underwater
topography bedform during hydraulic model experiments.

Figure 14

|

Two B-mod two-dimensional ultrasound images at t and t þ Δt.
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interrogation images, with a shift of 16 pixels between suc-

represents a true value. Second, the depth averaged velocity

cessive interrogations. The corresponding sub-images are

distribution of the sediment-laden ﬂow is chosen as the stat-

analyzed by the cross-correlation algorithm based on FFT.

istic compared with the standard velocity obtained by the

Figure 15 shows the instantaneous depth-averaged velocity

ADCP method. The depth-averaged velocity distribution of

vector results for sediment-laden ﬂow.

the sediment-laden ﬂow is obtained by ensemble averages

Actually, the ﬂow ﬁeld is not reproducible, but we have to

and is listed among 50 ultrasound PIV images in Table 2.

compare the measured result, yield at different times. The

Figure 15 and Table 2 show the different ensemble aver-

basic strategy in such a situation is to replace the instan-

aged velocity proﬁles in the water ﬂow. Proﬁles of depth-

taneous velocities by corresponding ensemble averages. The

average velocity are logarithmic in form and exhibit the

other assumption is that the random ﬁeld is ergodic with

strong inﬂuence of form drag associated with coarse bed

respect to the mean and covariance. The statistics of depth-

roughness. The logarithmic proﬁles are approximately valid

averaged velocity is derived by 50 sequential UPIV images.

over the entire ﬂow depth. The proﬁle ﬂow ﬁeld obtained

Depth-averaged velocity statistics are obtained from the

by the ADCP method has signiﬁcant agreement with theoreti-

UPIV velocity ﬁelds by averaging data along the vertical direc-

cal value, which is a Doppler measurement technique that

tion of constant in each ﬁeld, and then ensemble averaging

has been veriﬁed. One interesting observation that can be

the line averages over the full set of 50 ﬁelds. Meanwhile,

drawn is that the velocity proﬁle of the UPIV method is

after a serial experiment in steady ﬂow condition, the actual

lower than the actual velocity. In fact, the proﬁle ﬂow velocity

depth-averaged vertical distribution has also been obtained

obtained by UPIV has a much better agreement with actual

by acoustic Doppler current proﬁler (ADCP) method, which

velocity during hydraulic model experiments after compari-

can be regarded as the standard velocity. The best way to

son with some other data, which are obtained by laser

verify that the depth-averaged velocity vectors are valid

Doppler velocimetry and propeller type current meter.

would have been comparison of the standard velocity at
several locations, so the results are compared with the

Sediment incipient velocity measurement

measurement results by using the ADCP method.
In order to assess the validation for estimating local

As the boundary of underwater topography surface can be

depth-averaged velocities, ﬁrst, it gets a value using all

obtained by continuous trace extraction, and the ﬂow vel-

measurements at each sampling position, and assumes that

ocity of moving particles in the water can be measured by
Table 2

|

The depth-averaged velocity distributions of the sediment-laden ﬂow obtained
by the ADCP method and the UPIV method

Velocity (cm/s)

Figure 15

|

The raw vector map obtained by the UPIV method.
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Depth (cm)

ADCP method

UPIV method

2.5

11.02

10.82

5.0

10.99

10.69

7.5

10.94

10.64

10.0

10.93

10.72

12.5

10.82

10.52

15.0

10.77

10.47

17.5

10.66

10.36

20.0

10.49

10.35

22.5

10.38

10.08

25.0

10.17

9.87

27.5

10.02

9.82
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using the UPIV method, we can monitor the sediment incipient motion near the surface bed and then obtain the
incipient velocity of sediment particles. From the above,
the imaging spot number in the image can be counted
according to the described method of the section ‘Statistics
of imaging spots’. The imaging boundary of the underwater
topographic bed in the image can be tracked automatically
and reconstructed according to the described method of
the section ‘Extraction of imaging bedform’. The ﬂow velocity of moving particles near the topographic bed can
also be measured according to the described method of
the section ‘Measurements of imaging particle velocity’.
Therefore, analysis of sediment incipient motion and the
measurement of sediment incipient velocity can be realized
by using the above-described methods in the section ‘Imaging measurement method’.

Figure 16

|

Monitoring and analysis of sediment particles’ movement and the changed
riverbed during the sediment transport process.

After different kinds of model experiments, results show
there are the same features in the image for the imaging signals of different sand materials and particle sizes, that is, the
imaging spot number of sand particles near the bed is low
when ﬂow velocity is smaller than sediment incipient velocity, and the imaging spot number increases slowly with
the increase of the ﬂow velocity. However, the imaging
spot number is suddenly increased when the ﬂow velocity

measured by using the counted imaging spot number, the
obtained topographic bed, and the UPIV method. The
measuring principle is in accordance with the sediment incipient motion and related principles, and the measured
sediment incipient velocity can be veriﬁed by the UPIV
method during the water channel experiments.

is up to or bigger than the sediment incipient velocity, and
the related curve of the imaging spot number changes
hugely. According to these features, through multiple sets

CONCLUSIONS

of water channel experiments with different ﬂow sections,
the imaging spot number curves changing with ﬂow vel-

This

ocities are obtained, and their change rate curves are also

measurement method and its application system, and

analyzed. The extreme turning points of these curves are

then realizes the visualization measurement of sediment

analyzed when the sand imaging spots are suddenly chan-

particles, underwater topographic bed and ﬂow velocity

ged. The imaging sediment particle undergoes a mutation

by using this system under muddy water or in sediment-

paper

proposes

a

B-mode

ultrasound

imaging

process during the sediment incipient process. According

laden ﬂow. Further applications of this ultrasound imaging

to the mutation process, the sediment incipient movement

method and system have also realized sediment-laden ﬂow

is determined and its incipient velocity can be measured

imaging measurements of the main motion features during

based on the corresponding ﬂow velocity (Zou et al. ).

the sediment transport process in hydraulic model exper-

Lastly, the measured sediment incipient velocities are veri-

iments.

ﬁed by using the measured topographic bed and the UPIV

measurements of SSCs including their space distribution,

method. An example of measuring sediment incipient vel-

topography bedform and ﬂow ﬁeld and sediment incipient

ocity is shown in Figure 16.

velocity near the riverbed surface. These water-ﬂow par-

These

applications

are

about

the

real-time

According to the sudden addition phenomenon of ima-

ameters are vital for the whole sediment transport

ging particle spots near the bed surface in the B-mode

process during hydraulic model experiments. This is of

ultrasound image, the sediment incipient velocity can be

vital signiﬁcance for the research of water–sand interaction
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mechanism, sediment transport law, and riverbed evolution
law. Another B-mode ultrasound imaging method has realized the visual measurements of sediment-laden ﬂow and
motion process of bedform sediments. It brings traditional
complex point measurement research into intuitive and fast
image measurement research with linear, square, and cubic
styles. Using the B-mode ultrasound imaging measurement
method paves a novel approach for the measurement problems of muddy water or sediment-laden ﬂow during
hydraulic model experiments.
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